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Abstract—Decompilation is important for many security applications: it facilitates the tedious task of manual malware reverse engineering and enables the use of source-based security tools on binary code. This includes tools to find vulnerabilities, discover bugs, and perform taint tracking. Recovering high-level control constructs is essential for decompilation in order to produce structured code that is suitable for human analysts and source-based program analysis techniques. State-of-the-art decompilers rely on structural analysis, a pattern-matching approach over the control flow graph, to recover control constructs from binary code. Whenever no match is found, they generate goto statements and thus produce unstructured decompiled output. Those statements are problematic because they make decompiled code harder to understand and less suitable for program analysis.

In this paper, we present DREAM, the first decompiler to offer a goto-free output. DREAM uses a novel pattern-independent control-flow structuring algorithm that can recover all control constructs in binary programs and produce structured decompiled code without any goto statement. We also present semantics-preserving transformations that can transform unstructured control flow graphs into structured graphs. We demonstrate the correctness of our algorithms and show that we outperform both the leading industry and academic decompilers: Hex-Rays and Phoenix. We use the GNU coreutils suite of utilities as a benchmark. Apart from reducing the number of goto statements to zero, DREAM also produced more compact code (less lines of code) for 72.7% of decompiled functions compared to Hex-Rays and 98.8% compared to Phoenix. We also present a comparison of Hex-Rays and DREAM when decompiling three samples from Cridex, ZeusP2P, and SpyEye malware families.

I. INTRODUCTION

Malicious software (malware) is one of the most serious threats to the Internet security today. The level of sophistication employed by current malware continues to evolve significantly. For example, modern botnets use advanced cryptography, complex communication and protocols to make reverse engineering harder. These security measures employed by malware authors are seriously hampering the efforts by computer security researchers and law enforcement [4, 32] to understand and take down botnets and other types of malware. Developing effective countermeasures and mitigation strategies requires a thorough understanding of functionality and actions performed by the malware. Although many automated malware analysis techniques have been developed, security analysts often have to resort to manual reverse engineering, which is difficult and time-consuming. Decompilers that can reliably generate high-level code are very important tools in the fight against malware: they speed up the reverse engineering process by enabling malware analysts to reason about the high-level form of code instead of its low-level assembly form.

Decompilation is not only beneficial for manual analysis, but also enables the application of a wealth of source-based security techniques in cases where only binary code is available. This includes techniques to discover bugs [5], apply taint tracking [10], or find vulnerabilities such as RICH [7], KINT [38], Chucky [42], Dowser [24], and the property graph approach [41]. These techniques benefit from the high-level abstractions available in source code and therefore are faster and more efficient than their binary-based counterparts. For example, the average runtime overhead for the source-based taint tracking system developed by Chang et al. [10] is 0.65% for server programs and 12.93% for compute-bound applications, whereas the overhead of Minemu, the fastest binary-based taint tracker, is between 150% and 300% [6].

One of the essential steps in decompilation is control-flow structuring, which is a process that recovers the high-level control constructs (e.g., if-then-else or while loops) from the program’s control flow graph (CFG) and thus plays a vital role in creating code which is readable by humans. State-of-the-art decompilers such as Hex-Rays [22] and Phoenix [33] employ structural analysis [31, 34] (§II-A3) for this step. At a high level, structural analysis is a pattern-matching approach that tries to find high-level control constructs by matching regions in the CFG against a predefined set of region schemas. When no match is found, structural analysis must use goto statements to encode the control flow inside the region. As a result, it is very common for the decompiled code to contain many goto statements. For instance, the de facto industry standard decompiler Hex-Rays (version v2.0.0.140605) produces 1,571 goto statements for a peer-to-peer Zeus sample (MD5 hash 49305d949fd7a2ac778407aee42c4d2ba) that consists of 997 nontrivial functions (functions with more than one basic block). The decompiled malware code consists of 49,514 lines of code. Thus, on average it contains one goto statement for each 32 lines of code. This high number of goto statements makes the decompiled code less suitable for both manual and automated program analyses. Structured code is easier to understand [16] and helps scale program analysis [31].
research community has developed several enhancements to structural analysis to recover control-flow abstractions. One of the most recent and advanced academic tools is the Phoenix decompiler [33]. The focus of Phoenix and this line of research in general is on correctly recovering more control structure and reducing the number of goto statements in the decompiled code. While significant advances are being made, whenever no pattern match is found, goto statements must be used and this is hampering the time-critical analysis of malware. This motivated us to develop a new control-flow structuring algorithm that relies on the semantics of high-level control constructs rather than the shape of the corresponding flow graphs.

In this paper, we overcome the limitations of structural analysis and improve the state of the art by presenting a novel approach to control-flow structuring that is able to recover all high-level control constructs and produce structured code without a single goto statement. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first control-flow structuring algorithm to offer a completely goto-free output. The key intuition behind our approach is based on two observations: (1) high-level control constructs have a single entry point and a single successor point, and (2) the type and nesting of high-level control constructs are reflected by the logical conditions that determine when CFG nodes are reached. Given the above intuition, we propose a technique, called pattern-independent control flow structuring, that can structure any region satisfying the above criteria without any assumptions regarding its shape. In case of cyclic regions with multiple entries or multiple successors, we propose semantics-preserving graph restructuring techniques that transform those regions into semantically equivalent single-entry single-successor regions that can be structured by our pattern-independent approach.

We have implemented our algorithm in a decompiler called DREAM (Decompiler for Reverse Engineering and Analysis of Malware). Based on the implementation, we measure our results with respect to correctness and compare DREAM to two state-of-the-art decompilers: Phoenix and Hex-Rays.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We use DREAM to decompile three malware samples from Cridex, ZeusP2P and SpyEye and compare the results with Hex-Rays.

II. BACKGROUND & PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we introduce necessary background concepts, define the problem of control-flow structuring and present our running example.

A. Background

We start by briefly discussing two classic representations of code used throughout the paper and provide a high-level overview of structural analysis. As a simple example illustrating the different representations, we consider the code sample shown in Figure 1a.

1) Abstract Syntax Tree (AST): Abstract syntax trees are ordered trees that represent the hierarchical syntactic structure of source code. In this tree, each interior node represents an operator (e.g., additions, assignments, or if statements). Each child of the node represents a operand of the operator (e.g., constants, identifiers, or nested operators). ASTs encode how statements and expressions are nested to produce a program. As an example, consider Figure 1b showing an abstract syntax tree for the code sample given in Figure 1a.

2) Control Flow Graph (CFG): A control flow graph of a program $P$ is a directed graph $G = (N, E, n_h)$. Each node $n \in N$ represents a basic block, a sequence of statements that can be entered only at the beginning and exited only at the end. Header node $n_h \in N$ is $P$’s entry. An edge $e = (n_s, n_l) \in E$ represents a possible control transfer from $n_s \in N$ to $n_l \in N$. A tag is assigned to each edge to represent the logical predicate that must be satisfied so that control is transferred along the edge. We distinguish between two types of nodes: code nodes represent basic blocks containing program statements executed as a unit, and condition nodes represent testing a condition based on which a control transfer is made. We also keep a mapping of tags to the corresponding logical expressions. Figure 1c shows the CFG for the code sample given in Figure 1a.

3) Structural Analysis: At a high level, the traditional approach of structural analysis relies on a predefined set of patterns or region schemas that describe the shape of high-level control structures (e.g., while loop, if-then-else construct). The algorithm iteratively visits all nodes of the CFG in post-order and locally compares subgraphs to its predefined patterns. When a match is found, the corresponding region is
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B. Problem Definition

Given a program $P$ in CFG form, the problem of control-flow structuring is to recover high-level, structured control constructs such as loops, if-then and switch constructs from the graph representation. An algorithm that solves the control-flow structuring problem is a program transformation function $f_P$ that returns, for a program’s control flow graph $P_{CFG}$, a semantically equivalent abstract syntax tree $P_{AST}$. Whenever $f_P$ cannot find a high-level structured control construct it will resort to using goto statements. In the context of this paper, we denote code that does not use goto statements as structured code. The control-flow of $P$ can be represented in several ways, i.e., several correct ASTs may exist. In its general form structural analysis can and usually does contain goto statements to represent the control flow. Our goal is to achieve fully structured code, i.e., code without any goto. For this, we restrict the solution space to structured solutions. That is, all nodes $n \in P_{AST}$ representing control constructs must belong to the set of structured constructs shown in Table I. The table does not contain for loops since these are not needed at this stage of the process. for loops are recovered during our post-structuring optimization step to enhance readability (§VI).

C. Running Example

As an example illustrating a sample control flow graph and running throughout this paper, we consider the CFG shown in Figure 3. In this graph, code nodes are denoted by $n_i$ where $i$ is an integer. Code nodes are represented in white. Condition nodes are represented in blue and labeled with the condition tested at that node. The example contains three regions that we use to illustrate different parts of our structuring algorithm. $R_3$ represents a loop that contains a break statement resulting in an exit from the middle of the loop to the successor node. $R_2$ is a proper interval (also called abnormal selection path). In this region, the subgraph headed at $b_1$ cannot be structured as an if-then-else region due to an abnormal exit caused by the edge $(b_2, n_6)$. Similarly, the subgraph with the head at $b_2$ cannot be structured as if-then-else region due to an abnormal entry caused by the edge $(n_4, n_5)$. Due to this, structural analysis represents at least one edge in this region as a goto statement. The third region, $R_3$, represents a loop with an unstructured condition, i.e., it cannot be structured by structural analysis. These three regions where chosen such that the difficulty for traditional structuring algorithms increases from $R_1$ to $R_3$. The right hand side of Figure 5 shows how the structuring algorithm of Hex-Rays structures this CFG. For comparison, the left hand side shows how the algorithms developed over the course of this paper structure the CFG. As can be seen for the three regions, the traditional approach produces goto statements and thus impacts readability. Even in this toy example a non-negligible amount of work needs to be invested to extract the semantics of region $R_3$. In contrast, using our approach, the entire region is represented by a single while loop with a single clear and understandable continuation condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AST Node</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seq $[n]_{i} \in \mathbb{N}$</td>
<td>Sequence of nodes $[n_1, \ldots, n_k]$ executed in order. Sequences can also be represented as $Seq [n_1, \ldots, n_k]$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cond $[c, n_1, n_f]$</td>
<td>If construct with a condition $c$, a true branch $n_1$ and a false branch $n_f$. It may have only one branch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop $[\tau, c, n_b]$</td>
<td>Loop of type $\tau \in { \text{while}, \text{dowhile}, \text{endless} }$ with continuation condition $c$ and body $n_b$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch $[v, C, n_d]$</td>
<td>Switch construct consisting of a variable $v$, a list of cases $C = { [v_1, n_1], \ldots, [v_k, n_k] }$, and a default node $n_d$. Each case $(V_i, n_i)$ represents a node $n_i$ that is executed when $v \in V_i$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. DREAM Overview

DREAM consists of several stages. First, the binary file is parsed and the code is disassembled. This stage builds the CFG for all binary functions and transforms the disassembled code into DREAM’s intermediate representation (IR). There are several disassemblers and binary analysis frameworks that already implement this step. We use IDA Pro [2]. Should the binary be obfuscated tools such as [27] and [43] can be used to extract the binary code.

The second stage performs several data-flow analyses including constant propagation and dead code elimination. The third stage infers the types of variables. Our implementation relies on the concepts employed by TIE [29]. The forth and last phase is control-flow structuring that recovers high-level control constructs from the CFG representation. The first three phases rely on existing work and therefore will not be covered in details in this paper. The remainder of this paper focuses on the novel aspects of our research concerning the control-flow structuring algorithm.

A high-level overview of our approach is presented in Figure 4. It comprises two phases: control-flow structuring, and post-structuring optimizations. The first phase is our algorithm to recover control-flow abstractions and computes the corresponding AST. Next, we perform several optimization steps to improve readability.

Our control-flow structuring algorithm starts by performing a depth-first traversal (DFS) over the CFG to find back edges which identify cyclic regions. Then, it visits nodes in post-order and tries to structure the region headed by the visited node. Structuring a region is done by computing the AST of control flow inside the region and then reduce it into an abstract node. Post-order traversal guarantees that all descendants of a given node $n$ are handled before $n$ is visited.
When at node \( n \), our algorithm proceeds as follows: if \( n \) is the head of an acyclic region, we compute the set of nodes dominated by \( n \) and structure the corresponding region if it has a single successor (§IV-B). If \( n \) is the head of a cyclic region, we compute loop nodes. If the corresponding region has multiple entry or successor nodes, we transform it into a semantically equivalent graph with a single entry and a single successor (§V) and structure the resulting region (§IV-C). The last iteration reduces the CFG to a single node with the program’s AST.

**Pattern-independent structuring.** We use this approach to compute the AST of single-entry and single-successor regions in the CFG. The entry node is denoted as the region’s header. Our approach to structuring cyclic regions proceeds as follows: first, we compute the lexical order in which code nodes should appear in the decompiled code. Then, for each node we compute the condition that determines when the node is reached from the region’s header (§IVA), denoted by reaching condition. In the second phase, we iteratively group nodes based on their reaching conditions and reachability relations into subsets that can be represented using if or switch constructs. In the case of cyclic regions, our algorithm first represents edges to the successor node by break statements. It then computes the AST of the loop body (acyclic region). In the third phase, the algorithm finds the loop type and condition based on the entry header. Intuitively, the intuition behind this approach is that any loop can be represented as endless loop with additional break statements. For example, a while loop while \( (c) \) {body;} can be represented by while (1) {if (¬c) {break;} body;).

**Semantics-preserving transformations.** We transform cyclic regions with multiple entries or multiple successors into semantically equivalent single-entry single-successor regions. The key idea is to compute the unique condition \( \text{cond}(n) \) based on which the region is entered at or exited to a given node \( n \), and then redirect corresponding edges into a unique header/successor where we add a series of checks that take control flow from the new header/successor to \( n \) if \( \text{cond}(n) \) is satisfied.

**Post-structuring optimizations.** After having recovered the control flow structure represented by the computed AST, we perform several optimization steps to improve readability. These optimizations include simplifying control constructs (e.g., transforming certain while loops into for loops), outlining common string functions, and giving meaningful names to variables based on the API calls.

**IV. PATTERN-INDEPENDENT CONTROL-FLOW STRUCTURING**

In this section we describe our pattern-independent structuring algorithm to compute the AST of regions with a single entry \( (h) \) and single successor node, called region header and region successor. The first step necessary is to find the condition that determines when each node is reached from the header.

**Algorithm 1: Graph Slice**

```
Input : Graph \( G = (N, E, h) \); source node \( n_s \); sink node \( n_e \)
Output: \( S_G(n_s, n_e) \)

1. \( S_G \leftarrow \emptyset; \)
2. \( \text{dfsStack} \leftarrow \{n_s\}; \)
3. while \( E \) has unexplored edges do
4. \( e := \text{DFSNextEdge}(G); \)
5. \( n_t := \text{target}(e); \)
6. if \( n_t \) is unvisited then
7. \( \text{dfsStack} \text{push}(n_t); \)
8. if \( n_t = n_e \) then
9. \( \text{AddPath}(S_G, \text{dfsStack}) \)
10. else if \( n_t \in S_G \land n_t \notin \text{dfsStack} \)
11. \( \text{AddPath}(S_G, \text{dfsStack}) \)
12. RemoveVisitedNodes()
13. end
14. end
15. end
```

**A. Reaching Condition**

In this section, we discuss our algorithm to find the condition that takes the control flow from node \( n_s \) to node \( n_e \), denoted by reaching condition \( c_r \). This step is essential for our pattern-independent structuring and guarantees the semantics-preserving property of our transformations (§V).

1) **Graph Slice:** We introduce the concept of the graph slice to compute the reaching condition between two nodes. We define the graph slice of graph \( G = (N, E, h) \) from a source node \( n_s \in N \) to a sink node \( n_e \in N \), denoted by \( S_G(n_s, n_e) \), as the directed acyclic graph \( G_s = (N_s, E_s, n_s) \), where \( N_s \) is the set of nodes on simple paths from \( n_s \) to them in \( G \) and \( E_s \) is the set of edges on simple paths from \( n_s \) to \( n_e \) in \( G \). We only consider simple paths since the existence of cycles on a path between two nodes does not affect the condition based on which one is reached from the other. Intuitively, we are only interested in the condition that causes control to leave the cycle and get closer to the target node. A path \( p \) that includes a cycle can be decomposed into two disjoint components: simple-path component \( p_s \) and cycle component \( p_c \). The target node is reached if only \( p_s \) is followed (cycle is not executed) or if \( p_s \) and \( p_c \) are traversed (cycle is executed). Therefore, the condition represented by \( p \) is \( \text{cond}(p) = \text{cond}(p_s) \lor \text{cond}(p_c) \). The last logical expression can be rewritten as \( \text{cond}(p_s) \lor [1 \lor \text{cond}(p_c)] \) which finally evaluates to \( \text{cond}(p_s) \).

Algorithm 1 computes the graph slice by performing depth-first traversal of the CFG starting from the source node. The slice is augmented whenever the traversal discovers a new simple path to the sink. The algorithm uses a stack data structure, denoted by \( \text{dfsStack} \), to represent the currently explored simple path from the header node to the currently visited node. Nodes are pushed to \( \text{dfsStack} \) upon first-time visit (line 7) and popped when all their descendants have been discovered (line 14). In each iteration of edge exploration, the current path represented by \( \text{dfsStack} \) is added to the slice when traversal reaches the sink node (line 9) or when it discovers a simple path to a slice node (line 12). The last step
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is justified by the fact that any slice node \( n \) has a simple path to the sink node. The path represented by \( \text{dfsStack} \) and the currently explored edge \( e \) is simple if the target node of \( e \) is not in \( \text{dfsStack} \).

We extend Algorithm 1 to calculate the graph slice from a given node to a set of sink nodes. For this purpose, we first create a virtual sink node \( n_v \), add edges from the sink set to \( n_v \), compute \( S_r(n_s, n_v) \), and finally remove \( n_v \) and its incoming edges. Figure 6 shows the computed graph slice between nodes \( d_1 \) and \( n_9 \) in our running example. The slice shows that \( n_9 \) is reached from \( d_1 \) if and only if the condition \((d_1 \wedge \neg d_2) \vee (\neg d_1 \wedge \neg d_2)\) is satisfied.

2) Deriving and Simplifying Conditions: After having computed the slice \( S_r(n_s, n_v) \), the reaching conditions for all slice nodes can be computed by one traversal over the nodes in their topological order. This guarantees that all predecessors of a node \( n \) are handled before \( n \). To compute the reaching condition of node \( n \), we need the reaching conditions of its direct predecessors and the tags of incoming edges from these nodes. Specifically, we compute the reaching conditions using the formula:

\[
c_r(n_s, n) = \bigvee_{v \in \text{Preds}(n)} (c_r(n_s, v) \wedge \tau(v, n))
\]

where \( \text{Preds}(n) \) returns the immediate predecessors of node \( n \) and \( \tau(v, n) \) is the tag assigned to edge \((v, n)\). Then, we simplify the logical expressions.

B. Structuring Acyclic Regions

The key idea behind our algorithm is that any directed acyclic graph has at least one topological ordering defined by its reverse postordering [14, p. 614]. That is, we can order its nodes linearly such that for any directed edge \((u, v)\), \( u \) comes before \( v \) in the ordering. Our approach to structuring acyclic region proceeds as follows. First, we compute reaching conditions from the region header \( h \) to every node \( n \) in the region. Next, we construct the initial AST as sequence of code nodes in topological order associated with corresponding reaching conditions, i.e., it represents the control flow inside the region as \( \{c_r(h, n_1)\}; \ldots; \{c_r(h, n_k)\} \). Obviously, the initial AST is not optimal. For example, nodes with complementary conditions are represented as two \( \text{if-then} \) constructs \( \text{if}(c)\{n_1\} \text{if}(\neg c)\{n_f\} \) and not as one \( \text{if-then-else} \) construct \( \text{if}(c)\{n_1\} \text{else}\{n_f\} \). Therefore, in the second phase, we iteratively refine the initial AST to find a concise high-level representation of control flow inside the region.

1) Abstract Syntax Tree Refinement: We apply three refinement steps to AST sequence nodes. First, we check if there exist subsets of nodes that can be represented using \( \text{if-then-else} \). We denote this step by \( \text{condition-based refinement} \) since it reasons about the logical expressions representing nodes’ reaching conditions. Second, we search for nodes that can be represented by \( \text{switch} \) constructs. Here, we also look at the checks (comparisons) represented by each logical variable. Hence, we denote it by \( \text{condition-aware refinement} \). Third, we additionally use the reachability relations among nodes to represent them as cascading \( \text{if-else} \) constructs. The third step is called \( \text{reachability-based refinement} \).

At a high level, our refinement steps iterate over the children of each sequence node \( V \) and choose a subset \( V_c \in V \) that satisfies a specific criterion. Then, we construct a new compound AST node \( v_c \) that represents control flow inside \( V_c \) and replaces it in a way that preserves the topological order of \( V \). That is, \( v_c \) is placed after all nodes reaching it and before all nodes reached from it. Note that we define reachability between two AST nodes in terms of corresponding basic blocks in the CFG, i.e., let \( u, v \) be two AST nodes, \( u \) reaches \( v \) if \( u \) contains a basic block that reaches a basic block contained in \( v \).

Condition-based Refinement. Here, we use the observation that nodes belonging to the true branch of an \( \text{if-else} \) construct with condition \( c \) is executed (reached) if and only if \( c \) is satisfied. That is, the reaching condition of corresponding node \( s \) is an AND expression of the form \( c \wedge R \). Similarly, nodes belonging to the false branch have reaching conditions of the form \( \neg c \wedge R \).

This refinement step chooses a condition \( c \) and divides children nodes into three groups: true-branch candidates \( V_c \), false-branch candidates \( V_{\neg c} \), and remaining nodes. If the true-branch and false-branch candidates contain more than two nodes, i.e., \( |V_c| + |V_{\neg c}| \geq 2 \), we create a condition node \( v_c \) for \( c \) with children \( \{V_c, V_{\neg c}\} \) whose conditions are replaced by terms \( R \).

Obviously, the second term of logical AND expressions \((c \wedge R)\) is implied by the conditional node.

The conditions that we use in this refinement are chosen as follows: we first check for pairs of code nodes \((n_i, n_j)\) that satisfy \( c_r(h, n_i) = \neg c_r(h, n_j) \) and group according to \( c_r(h, n_i) \). These conditions correspond to \( \text{if-then-else} \) constructs, and thus are given priority. When no such pairs can be found, we traverse all nodes in topological order (including conditional nodes) and check if nodes can be structured by the reaching condition of the currently visited node. Intuitively, this traversal mimics the nesting order by visiting the topmost nodes first. Clustering according to the corresponding conditions allows to structure inner nodes by removing common factors from logical expressions. Therefore, we iteratively repeat this step on all newly created sequence nodes to find further nodes with complementing conditions.

In our running example, when the algorithm structures the acyclic region headed at node \( b_1 \) (region \( R_b \)), it computes the initial AST as shown in Figure 7. Condition nodes are represented by white nodes with up to two outgoing edges that represent when the condition is satisfied (black arrowhead) or not (white arrowhead). Sequence nodes are depicted by blue nodes. Their children are ordered from left to right in topological order. Leaf nodes (rectangles) are the basic blocks. The algorithm performs a condition-based refinement wrt. condition \( b_1 \wedge b_2 \) since nodes \( n_5 \) and \( n_6 \) have complementary conditions. This results in three clusters \( V_b \wedge b_2 = \{n_6\} \), \( V_{\neg (b_1 \wedge b_2)} = \{n_5\} \), and \( V_r = \{n_4\} \) and leads to creating a condition node. At this point, no further condition-based refinement is possible. Cifuentes proposed a method to structure compound conditions by defining four patterns that describe the shape of subgraphs resulting from short circuit evaluation of compound conditions [11]. Obviously, this method fails if no match to these patterns is found.

Condition-aware Refinement. This step checks if the child nodes, or a subset of them, can be structured as a \( \text{switch} \)
construct. We apply this refinement when no further progress can be made by condition-based refinement and the AST has sequence nodes with more than two children. Here, we use the observation that in a switch construct with variable \( x \), reaching conditions of case nodes are comparisons of \( x \) with scalar constants. A given case node is reached if \( x = c \) is equal to the case value or the preceding case node does not end with a break statement. As a result, the reaching condition is an equality check \( x = c \) where \( c \) is a scalar constant or a logical OR expression of such checks. The reaching condition for the default case node, if it exists, can additionally contain checks for \( x \) such as \( x \geq \) with constants.

Our approach is to first search for a switch candidate node whose reaching condition is a comparison of a variable with a constant. We then cluster the remaining nodes in the sequence based on the type of their reaching conditions into three groups: case candidates \( V_c \), default candidates \( V_d \), and remaining items \( V_r \). If at least two case nodes are found, i.e., \( |V_c| + |V_d| \geq 3 \), we construct a switch node \( n_k \) that replaces \( V_c \cup V_d \) in the sequence. We compute the values associated with each case and determine whether the case ends with a break statement depending on the corresponding node’s reaching condition. For this purpose, we traverse case candidate nodes in topological order which defines the lexical order of cases in the switch construct. When at node \( n_i \), we check if the reaching condition of a subsequent case node \( n_j \) is a logical OR expression of the form \( c_r(h, v) = c_r(h, n) \lor R_n \). This means that if \( n_i \) is reached, then \( n_j \) is also reached and thus \( n \) does not end with a break statement. The set of values associated to case node \( n_i \) is \( V_{n_i} \setminus V_p \) where \( V_{n_i} \) is the set of constants checked in the reaching condition of node \( n_i \) and \( V_p \) is the set of values of previous cases.

**Reachability-based Refinement.** This is the last refinement that we apply when no further condition-based and condition-aware refinements are possible. Intuitively, a set of nodes \( N = \{ n_1, \ldots, n_k \} \) with nontrivial reaching conditions \( \{ c_1, \ldots, c_k \} \), i.e., \( \forall i \in [1, k] : c_i \neq \text{true} \), can be represented as cascading if-else constructs if the following conditions are satisfied: First, there exists no path between any two nodes in \( N \). Second, the OR expression of their reaching conditions evaluates to true, i.e., \( \lor_{1 \leq i \leq k} c_i = \text{true} \). These nodes can be represented as \( \{ c_1 \} \{ n_1 \} \ldots \text{if} \{ c_k \} \{ n_k \} \). This eliminates the need to explicitly include condition \( c_k \) in the decompiled code as it is implied by the last else. The main idea is to group nodes that satisfy these conditions and construct cascading condition nodes to represent them. That is, for each node \( n_i \in N \), we construct a condition node with condition \( c_i \) whose true branch is node \( n_i \) and the false branch is the next condition node for \( c_{i+1} \) (if \( i < k - 1 \)) or \( n_k \) (if \( i = k - 1 \)).

We iteratively process sequence nodes and construct clusters \( N_r \) that satisfy the above conditions. In each iteration, we initialize \( N_r \) to contain the last sequence node with a nontrivial reaching condition and traverse the remaining nodes backwards. A node \( u \) is added to \( N_r \) if \( \forall n \in N_r : u \rightarrow n \) since the topological order implies that no node in \( N_r \) has a path to \( n \) (this would cause this node to be before \( n \) in the order). We stop when the logical OR of reaching conditions evaluates to true. Since nodes in \( N_r \) are unreachable from each other, any ordering of them is a valid topological order. With the goal of producing well-readable code, we sort nodes in \( N_r \) by increasing complexity of the logical expressions representing their reaching conditions defined as the expression’s number of terms. Finally, we build the corresponding cascading condition nodes.

**C. Structuring Cyclic Regions**

A loop is characterized by the existence of a back edge \( (n_1, n_6) \) from a latching node \( n_1 \) into loop header node \( n_6 \). With the aim of structuring cyclic regions in a pattern-independent way, we first compute the set of loop nodes, restructure the cyclic region into a single-entry single-successor region if necessary, compute the AST of the loop body, and finally infer the loop type and condition by reasoning about the computed AST. Our CFG traversal guarantees that we handle inner loops before outer ones and thus we can assume that when structuring a cyclic region it does not contain nested loops.

1) **Initial Loop Nodes and Successors:** We first determine the set of initial loop nodes \( N_{\text{loop}} \), i.e., nodes located on a path from the header node to a latching node. For this purpose, we compute the graph slice \( S_{\text{C}}(n_h, N_l) \) where \( N_l \) is the set of latching nodes. This allows to compute loop nodes even if they are not dominated by the header node in the presence of abnormal entries. Abnormal entries are defined as \( \exists n \in N_{\text{loop}} \setminus \{ n_k \} : \text{Preds}(n) \notin N_{\text{loop}} \). If the cyclic region has abnormal entries, we transform it into a single-entry region (§V-A). We then identify the set of initial exit nodes \( N_{\text{succ}} \), i.e., targets of outgoing edges from loop nodes not contained in \( N_{\text{loop}} \). These sets are denoted as initial because they are refined by the next step to the final sets.

2) **Successor Refinement and Loop Membership:** In order to compute the final sets of loop nodes and successor nodes, we perform a successor node refinement step. The idea is that certain initial successor nodes can be considered as loop nodes, and thus we can avoid prematurely considering them as final successor nodes and avoid unnecessary restructuring. For example, a while loop containing break statements proceeded by some code results in multiple exits from the loop that converge to the unique loop successor. This step provides a precise loop membership definition that avoids prematurely analyzing the loop type and identifying the successor node based on initial loop nodes which may lead to suboptimal structuring. Algorithm 2 provides an overview of the successor
refinement step. The algorithm iteratively extends the current set of loop nodes by looking for successor nodes that have all their immediate predecessors in the loop and are dominated by the header node. When a successor node is identified as loop node, its immediate successors that are not currently loop nodes are added to the set of successor nodes. The algorithm stops when the set of successor nodes contains at most one node, i.e., the final unique loop successor is identified, or when the previous iteration did not find new successor nodes. If the loop still has multiple successors after refinement, we select from them the successor of the loop node with smallest post-order as the loop final successor. The remaining successors are classified as abnormal exit nodes. We then transform the region into a single-successor region as will be described in Section V-B. For instance, when structuring region $R_1$ in our running example (Figure 3), the algorithm identifies the following initial loop and successor nodes $N_{loop} = \{c_1, n_1, n_2, n_3, c_3\}$, $N_{succ} = \{n_2, n_9\}$. Next, node $n_2$ is added to the set of loop nodes since all its predecessors are loop nodes. This results in a unique loop node and the final sets $N_{loop} = \{c_1, n_1, n_2, n_3, c_3, n_2\}$, $N_{succ} = \{n_9\}$.

Algorithm 2: Loop Successor Refinement

| Input : Initial sets of loop nodes $N_{loop}$ and successor nodes $N_{succ}$; loop header $n_h$ |
| Output: Refined $N_{loop}$ and $N_{succ}$ |
| 1 $N_{new} ← N_{succ}$; |
| 2 while $|N_{succ}| > 1$ ∧ $N_{new} ≠ \emptyset$ do |
| 3 $N_{new} ← \emptyset$; |
| 4 forall the $n ∈ N_{succ}$ do |
| 5 if preds $(n) ⊆ N_{loop}$ then |
| 6 $N_{loop} ← N_{loop} ∪ \{n\}$; |
| 7 $N_{succ} ← N_{succ} \setminus \{n\}$; |
| 8 $N_{new} ← N_{new} ∪$ |
| 9 $\{u : u ∈ \text{succ}(n) \setminus N_{loop}\} \land \text{dom}(n_h, u)$; |
| 10 end |
| 11 $N_{succ} ← N_{succ} ∪ N_{new}$ |
| 12 end |

Phoenix [33] employs a similar approach to define loop membership. The key difference to our approach is that Phoenix assumes that the loop successor is either the immediate successor of the header or latching node. For example, in case of endless loops with multiple break statements or loops with unstructured continuation condition (e.g., region $R_3$), the simple assumption that loop successor is directly reached from loop header or latching node fails. In these cases Phoenix generates an endless loop and represents exits using goto statements. In contrast, our successor refinement technique described above does not suffer from this problem and generates structured code without needing to use goto statements.

3) Loop Type and Condition: In order to identify loop type and condition, we first represent each edge to the successor node as a break statement and compute the AST of the loop body after refinement $n_h$. Note that the loop body is an acyclic region that we structure as explained in §IV-B. Next, we represent the loop as endless loop with the computed body’s AST, i.e., $n_t = Loop (r_{endless}, −, n_h)$. Our assumption is justified since all exits from the loop are represented by break statements. Finally, we infer the loop type and continuation condition by reasoning about the structure of loop $n_t$.

Inference rules. We specify loop structuring rules as inference rules of the form:

$$P_1 \land P_2 \land \ldots \land P_n \rightarrow C$$

The top of the inference rule bar contains the premises $P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n$. If all premises are satisfied, then we can conclude the statement below the bar $C$. Figure 8 presents our loop structuring rules. The first premise in our rules describes the input loop structure, i.e., loop type and body structure. The remaining premises describe additional properties of loop body. The conclusion is described as a transformation rule of the form $n \sim n$. Inference rules provide a formal compact notation for single-step inference and implicitly specify an inference algorithm by recursively applying rules on premises until a fixed point is reached. We denote by $B_r$ a break statement, and by $B_r^c$, a condition node that represents the statement if $(c) \{\text{break}\}$, i.e., $B_r^c = \text{Cond}[c, \text{Seq}[B_r], −]$. We represent by $n \downarrow B_r$, the fact that a break statement is attached to each exit from the control construct represented by node $n$. The operator $\sum$ returns the list of statements in a given node.

In our running example, computing the initial loop structure for region $R_1$ results in the first (leftmost) code in Figure 9. The loop body consists of an if statement with break statements only in its false branch. This matches the $\text{CondToSeq}$ rule, which transforms the loop body into a sequence of a while loop and the false branch of the if statement. The rule states that in this case the true branch of the if statement $(n_1)$ is continuously executed as long as the condition $c_1$ is satisfied. Then, control flows to the false branch. This is repeated until the execution reaches a break statement. The resulting loop body is a sequence that ends with a conditional break $B_r^{c_3}$ that matches the $\text{DoWhile}$ rule. The second transformation results in the third (rightmost) loop structure. At this point the inference algorithm reaches a fixed point and terminates.

To give an intuition of the unstructured code produced by structural analysis when a region in the CFG does not match its predefined region schemas, we consider the region $R_3$ in our running example. Computing the body’s AST of the loop in region $R_3$ and assuming an endless loop results in the loop represented as while (1) if (¬$d_1$ ∧ ¬$d_2$) ∨ (¬$d_1$ ∧ ¬$d_3$) (break; ...). The loop’s body starts with a conditional break and hence is structured according to the WHILE rule into while ((¬$d_1$ ∧ ¬$d_3$) ∨ (¬$d_1$ ∧ ¬$d_2$)) (...). We wrote a small function that produces the same CFG as the region $R_3$ and decompiled it with DREAM and Hex-Rays. Figure 11 shows that our
Fig. 8: Loop structuring rules. The input to the rules is a loop node \( n_\ell \).

\[
\begin{align*}
n_\ell &= \text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{endless}}, -, \text{Seq}[n_i]_{i \in 1..k}] \quad n_1 = B^*_c \quad \text{WHILE} \quad \text{\( n_\ell \) \sim \text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{while}}, -, c, \text{Seq}[n_i]_{i \in 2..k}] \}} \\
n_\ell &= \text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{endless}}, -, \text{Seq}[n_i]_{i \in 1..k}] \quad \forall i \in 1..k-1 : B_i \notin \sum [n_i] \quad n_k = \text{Cond}[c, n_i, -] \\
n_\ell &= \text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{endless}}, -, \text{Seq}[n_i]_{i \in 1..k}] \quad n_k = n_k \downarrow B_r \quad \text{LOOP_TO_SEQ} \\
n_\ell &= \text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{endless}}, -, \text{Cond}[c, n_i, n_f]] \quad B_r \notin \sum [n_i] \quad B_r \in \sum [n_f] \quad \text{COND_TO_SEQ} \\
n_\ell &= \text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{endless}}, -, \text{Seq}[\text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{while}}, c, n_i], n_f]] \quad \text{COND_TO_SEQ_NEG} \\
n_\ell &= \text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{endless}}, -, \text{Seq}[\text{Loop}[\tau_{\text{while}}, c, n_i]], n_t]\}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 10: Decompiled code generated by Hex-Rays.

```c
signed int __cdecl loop(signed int a1)
{
    signed int v2; // [sp+1Ch] [bp-Ch]+1
    v2 = 0;
    while ( a1 > 1 ){
        if ( v2 > 10 )
            goto LABEL_7;
        LABEL_6:
        printf("inside_loop");
        +++v2;
        --a1;
    }
    if ( v2 <= 100 )
        goto LABEL_6;
    printf("loop_terminated");
    return v2;
}
```

Fig. 11: Decompiled code generated by DREAM.

D. Side Effects

Our structuring algorithm may result in the same condition appearing multiple times in the computed AST. For example, structuring region \( R_2 \) in the running example leads to the AST shown in Figure 7 where condition \( b_1 \) is tested twice. If the variables tested by condition \( b_1 \) are modified in block \( n_4 \), the second check of \( b_1 \) in the AST would not be the same as the first check. As a result, the code represented by the computed AST would not be semantically equivalent to the CFG representation.

To guarantee the semantics-preserving property of our algorithm, we first check if any condition is used multiple times in the computed AST. If this is the case, we check if any of the variables used in the test is changed on an execution path between any two uses. This includes if the variable is assigned a new value, used in a call expression, or used in a reference expression (its address is read). If a possible change is detected, we insert a Boolean variable to store the initial value of the condition. All subsequent uses of the condition are replaced by the inserted Boolean variable.

E. Summary

In this section, we have discussed our approach to creating an AST for single-entry and single-successor CFG regions. The above algorithm can structure every CFG except cyclic regions with multiple entries and/or multiple successors. The following section discusses how we handle these problematic regions.

V. SEMANTICS-PRESERVING CONTROL-FLOW TRANSFORMATIONS

In this section, we describe our method to transform cyclic regions into semantically equivalent single-entry single-successor regions. As the only type of regions that cannot be structured by our pattern-independent structuring algorithm are cyclic regions with multiple entries or multiple successors, we
apply the proposed transformations on those regions. Based on the previous steps we know the following information about the cyclic region: a) region nodes $N_{loop}^i$, b) normal entry $n_0$, and c) successor node $n_s$.

### A. Restructuring Abnormal Entries

The high-level approach to structuring abnormal entries (cf. IV-C1) is illustrated in Figure 12. The underlying idea is to insert a structuring variable $i$ in Figure 12 that takes different values based on the node at which the loop is entered. We then redirect all loop entries to a new header node $(c_0)$ where we insert cascading condition nodes that test equality of the structuring variable to the values representing the different entries. Each condition node transfers control to the corresponding entry node if the check is satisfied and to the next check (or the last entry node) otherwise. All incoming edges to the original header $n_0$ are directed to the new header $c_0$. We preserve semantics by inserting assignments of zero to the structuring variable at the end of each abnormal entry so that the next loop iteration is executed normally.

For each loop node $n \in N_{loop}^i$ with incoming edges from outside the loop, we first compute the set of corresponding abnormal entries $E_n^i = \{(p,n) \in E : p \notin N_{loop}^i\}$. Then, we create a new code node consisting of assignment of the structuring variable to a unique value and redirect edges in $E_n^i$ into the newly created node. Finally, we add an edge from the new code node to the new loop header. We represent the normal entry to the loop by assigning zero to the structuring variable. In order to produce well-readable decompiled code, we strive to keep the changes caused by our transformations minimal. For this reason, the first check we make at the new loop header is whether the loop is entered normally. In this case, we transfer control to the original header. This has the advantage of preserving loop type and minimally modifying the original condition. For example, restructuring a while loop $\text{while}(c) \{ \ldots \}$ with abnormal entries results in a while loop whose condition contains additional term representing the abnormal entries $\text{while}(c \lor i \neq 0) \{ \ldots \}$.

### B. Restructuring Abnormal Exits

The high-level approach to structuring abnormal exits (cf. IV-C2) is illustrated in Figure 13. Our approach computes for each exit the unique condition that causes the control-flow to choose that exit and redirects all exit edges to a new successor node. Here, we insert cascading condition nodes that successively check the exit conditions and transfer control to the original exit if the corresponding condition is satisfied or to the next check (or the last exit node) otherwise. We restructure abnormal exits after restructuring abnormal entries. Therefore, at this point we transformed the CFG to an AST that contains only high-level control constructs and no goto statements. As a final step, we introduce several optimizations to improve the readability of the decompiled output.

### C. Summary

At this point we transformed the CFG to an AST that contains only high-level control constructs and no goto statements. As a final step, we introduce several optimizations to improve the readability of the decompiled output.

### VI. POST-STRUCTURING OPTIMIZATIONS

After having computed the abstract syntax tree, we perform several optimizations to improve code readability. Specifically, we perform three optimizations: control constructs simplification, outlining certain string functions, and variable renaming.
We implement several transformations that find simpler forms for certain control constructs. For instance, we transform if statements that assign different values to the same variable into a ternary operator. That is, code such as

\[
\text{if} (c) \{ x = v_i \} \text{ else } \{ x = v_f \}
\]

is transformed into the equivalent form \( x = c ? v_i : v_f \). Also, we identify while loops that can be represented as for loops. For loop candidates are while loops that have a variable \( x \) used both in their continuation condition and the last statement in their body. We then check if a single definition of \( x \) reaches the loop entry that is only used in the loop body. We transform the loop into a for loop if the variables used in the definition are not used on the way from the definition to the loop entry. These checks allow us to identify for loops even if their initialization statements are not directly before the loop.

Several functions such as strcpy, strlen, or strcmp are often inlined by compilers. That is, a function call is replaced by the called function body. Having several duplicates of the same function results in larger code and is detrimental to manual analysis. DREAM recognizes and outlines several functions. That is, it replaces the corresponding code by the equivalent function call.

For the third optimization, we leverage API calls to assign meaningful names to variables. API functions have known signatures including the types and names of parameters. If a variable is used in an API call, we give it the name of the corresponding parameter if that name is not already used.

VII. Evaluation

In this section, we describe the results of the experiments we have performed to evaluate DREAM. We base our evaluation on the technique used to evaluate Phoenix by Schwartz et al. [33]. This evaluation used the GNU coreutils to evaluate the quality of the decompilation results. We compared our results with Phoenix [33] and Hex-Rays [22]. We included Hex-Rays because it is the leading commercial decompiler and the de facto industry standard. We tested the latest version of Hex-Rays at the time of writing, which is v2.0.0.140605. We picked Phoenix because it is the most recent and advanced open-source decompiler. We did not include dce [11], DISC [28], REC [1], and Boomerang [17] in our evaluation. The reason is that these projects are either no longer actively maintained (e.g., Boomerang) or do not support x86 (e.g., dce). However, most importantly, they are outperformed by Phoenix. The implementation of Phoenix is not publicly available yet. However, the authors kindly agreed to share both the coreutils binaries used in their experiments and the raw decompiled source code produced by Phoenix to enable us to compute our metrics and compare our results with theirs. We very much appreciate this good scientific practice. This way, we could ensure that all three decompilers are tested on the same binary code base. We also had the raw source code produced by all three decompilers as well, so we can compare them fairly. In addition to the GNU coreutils benchmark we also evaluated our approach using real-world malware samples. Specifically, we decompiled and analyzed ZeusP2P, SpyEye, Cridex. For this part of our evaluation we could only compare our approach to Hex-Rays since Phoenix is not yet released.

A. Metrics

We evaluate our approach with respect to the following quantitative metrics.

- **Correctness.** Correctness measures the functional equivalence between the decompiled output and the input code. More specifically, two functions are semantically equivalent if they follow the same behavior and produce the same results when they are executed using the same set of parameters. Correctness is a crucial criterion to ensure that the decompiled output is a faithful representation of the corresponding binary code.

- **Structuredness.** Structuredness measures the ability of a decompiler to recover high-level control flow structure and produce structured decompiled code. Structuredness is measured by the number of generated goto statements in the output. Structured code is easier to understand [16] and helps scale program analysis [31]. For this reason, it is desired to have as few goto statements in the decompiled code as possible. These statements indicate the failure to find a better representation of control flow.

- **Compactness.** For compactness we perform two measurements: first, we measure the total lines of code generated by each decompiler. This gives a global picture on the compactness of decompiled output. Second, we count for how many functions each decompiler generated the fewest lines of code compared to the others. If multiple decompilers generate the same (minimal) number of lines of code, that is counted towards the total of each of them.

B. Experiment Setup & Results

To evaluate our algorithm on the mentioned metrics, we conducted two experiments.

1) Correctness Experiment: We evaluated the correctness of our algorithm on the GNU coreutils 8.22 suite of utilities. coreutils consist of a collection of mature programs and come with a suite of high-coverage tests. We followed a similar approach to that proposed in [33] where the coreutils tests were used to measure correctness. Also, since the coreutils source code contains goto statements, this means that both parts of our algorithm are invoked; the pattern-independent structuring part and the semantics-preserving transformations part. Our goal is to evaluate the control-flow structuring component. For this, we computed the CFG for each function in the coreutils source code and provided it as input to our algorithm. Then, we replaced the original functions with the generated algorithm output, compiled the restructured coreutils source code, and finally executed the tests. We used joern [41] to compute the CFGs. Joern is a state-of-the-art platform for analysis of C/C++ code. It generates code property graphs, a novel graph representation of code that combines three classic code representations: ASTs, CFGs, and Program Dependence Graphs (PDG). Code property graphs are stored in a Neo4J graph database. Moreover, a thin python interface for joern and a set of useful utility traversals are provided to ease interfacing with the graph database. We iterated over all parsed functions in the database and extracted the CFGs. We then transformed statements in the CFG nodes into DREAM’s intermediate representation. The extracted graph representation was then provided to our structuring algorithm. Under the assumption of correct parsing, we
We got the preprocessed files by passing the preprocessor before passing them to the compiler. That in turn would lead to potential structuring errors to go unnoticed if the corresponding function is removed by the preprocessor. We got the preprocessed files by passing the **--save-times** command to CFLAGS in the configure script. The preprocessed source code contains 219 goto statements.

The original Phoenix evaluation shows that their control-flow structuring algorithm is correct. Thus, both tools correctly structure the input CFG.

3) **Structuredness and Compactness Experiment:** We tested and compared DREAM to Phoenix and Hex-Rays. In this experiment we used the same GNU coreutils 8.17 binaries used in Phoenix evaluation. Structuredness is measured by the number of goto statements in code. These statements indicate that the structuring algorithm was unable to find a structured representation of the control flow. Therefore, structuredness is inversely proportional to the number of goto statements in the decompiled output. To measure compactness, we followed a straightforward approach. We used David A. Wheeler’s SLOCCOUNT utility to measure the lines of code in each decompiled function. To ensure fair comparison, the Phoenix evaluation only considered functions that were decompiled by both Phoenix and Hex-Rays. We extend this principle to only consider functions that were decompiled by all the three decompilers. If this was not done, a decompiler that failed to decompile functions would have an unfair advantage. Beyond that, we extend the evaluation performed by Schwartz et al. [33] in several ways.

- **Duplicate functions.** In the original Phoenix evaluation all functions were considered, i.e., including duplicate functions. It is common to have duplicate functions as the result of the same library function being statically linked to several binaries, i.e., its code is copied into the binary. Depending on the duplicate functions this can skew the results. Thus, we wrote a small IDAPython script that extracts the assembly listings of all functions and then computed the SHA-512 hash for the resulting files. We found that of the 14,747 functions contained in the coreutils binaries, only 3,141 functions are unique, i.e., 78.7% of the functions are duplicates. For better comparability, we report the results both on the filtered and unfiltered function lists. However, for future comparisons we would argue that filtering duplicate functions before comparison avoids skewing the results based on the same code being included multiple times.

2) **Correctness Results:** Table II shows statistics about the functions included in our correctness experiments. The preprocessed coreutils source code contains 1,738 functions. We encountered parsing errors for 208 functions. We excluded these functions from our tests. The 1,530 correctly parsed functions were fed to our structuring algorithm. Next, we replaced the original functions in coreutils by the structured code produced by our algorithm. The new version of the source code passed all coreutils tests. This shows that our algorithm correctly recovered control-flow abstractions from the input CFGs. More importantly, goto statements in the original source code are transformed into semantically equivalent structured forms.

The original Phoenix evaluation shows that their control-flow structuring algorithm is correct. Thus, both tools correctly structure the input CFG.

| Considered Functions $F$ | $|F|$ | Number of gotos |
|--------------------------|------|-----------------|
| Functions after preprocessor | 1,738 | 219 |
| Functions correctly parsed by joern | 1,530 | 129 |
| Functions passed tests after structuring | 1,530 | 0 |

**TABLE II: Correctness results.**

4) **Structuredness & Compactness Results:** Table III summarizes the results of our second experiment. For the sake of completeness, we report our results in two settings. First, we consider all functions without filtering duplicates as was done in the original Phoenix evaluation. We report our results for the functions considered in the original Phoenix evaluation (i.e., only recompilable functions) (T1) and for the intersection of all functions produced by the decompilers, since even non-recompilable functions are valuable and important to look at, especially for malware and security analysis. For instance, the property graph approach [41] to find vulnerabilities in source code does not assume that the input source code is compilable. Also, understanding the functionality of a sample is the main goal of manual malware analysis. Hence, the quality of all decompiled code is highly relevant and thus included in our evaluation. For completeness, we also present the results based on the functions used in the original evaluation done by Schwartz et al.

In the context of coreutils, this meant that only 39% of the unique functions decompiled by Phoenix were considered in the goto experiment. We extend these tests to consider the intersection of all functions produced by the decompilers, since even non-recompilable functions are valuable and important to look at, especially for malware and security analysis. For instance, the property graph approach [41] to find vulnerabilities in source code does not assume that the input source code is compilable. Also, understanding the functionality of a sample is the main goal of manual malware analysis. Hence, the quality of all decompiled code is highly relevant and thus included in our evaluation. For completeness, we also present the results based on the functions used in the original evaluation done by Schwartz et al.
There have been much work done in the field of decompilation and abstraction recovery from binary code. In this section, we review related work and place DREAM in the context of existing approaches. We start by reviewing control-flow structuring algorithms. Next, we discuss work in decompilation, binary code extraction and analysis. Finally, techniques to recover type abstractions from binary code are discussed.

Control-flow structuring. There exist two main approaches used by modern decompilers to recover control-flow structure from the CFG representation, namely interval analysis and structural analysis. Originally, these techniques were developed to assist data flow analysis in optimizing compilers. Interval analysis [3, 13] deconstructs the CFG into nested regions called intervals. The nesting structure of these regions helps to speed up data-flow analysis. Structural analysis [34] is a refined form of interval analysis that is developed to enable the syntax-directed method of data-flow analysis designed for ASTs to be applicable on low-level intermediate code. These algorithms are also used in the context of decompilation to recover high-level control constructs from the CFG.

Prior work on control-flow structuring proposed several enhancement to vanilla structural analysis. The goal is to recover more control structure and minimize the number of goto statements in the decompiled code. Engel et al. [18] extended structural analysis to handle C-specific control statements. They proposed a Single Entry Single Successor (SESS) analysis as an extension to structural analysis to handle the case of statements that exist before break and continue statements in the loop body.

These approaches share a common property; they rely on a predefined set of region patterns to structure the CFG. For this reason, they cannot structure arbitrary graphs without using goto statements. Our approach is fundamentally different in that it does not rely on any patterns.

Another related line of research lies in the area of eliminating goto statements at the source code level such as [19] and [39]. These approaches define transformations at the AST level to replace goto statements by equivalent constructs. In some cases, several transformations are necessary to remove a single goto statement. These approaches increase the code size and miss opportunities to find more concise forms to represent the control-flow. Moreover, they may insert unnecessary Boolean variables. For example, these approaches cannot find the concise form found by DREAM for region $R_3$ in our running example. These algorithms do not solve the control-flow structuring problem as defined in Section II-B.

Decompilers. Cifuentes laid the foundations for modern decompilers. In her PhD thesis [11], she presented several techniques to decompile binary code into a high-level language.
These techniques were implemented in \textit{dec}, a decompiler for Intel 80286/DOS to C. The structuring algorithm in \textit{dec} \cite{12} is based on interval analysis. She also presented four region patterns to structure regions resulted from the short-circuit evaluation of compound conditional expressions, e.g., $x \lor y$. Van Emmerik proposed to use the Static Single Assignment (SSA) form for decompilation in his PhD thesis \cite{17}. His work demonstrates the advantages of the SSA form for several data flow components of decompilers, such as expression propagation, identifying function signatures, and eliminating dead code. His approach is implemented in Boomerang, an open-source decompiler. Boomerang’s structuring algorithm is based on \textit{parenthesis theory} \cite{35}. Although faster than interval analysis, it recovers less structure.

Chang et al. \cite{9} demonstrated the possibility of applying source-level tools to assembly code using decompilation. For this goal, they proposed a modular decompilation architecture. Their architecture consists of a series of decompilers connected by intermediate languages. For their applications, no control-flow structuring is performed.

Hex-Rays is the \textit{de facto} industry standard decompiler. It is built as plugin for the Interactive Disassembler Pro (IDA). Hex-Rays is closed source, and thus little is known about its inner workings. It uses structural analysis \cite{22}. As noted by Schwartz et al. \cite{33}, Hex-Rays seems to use an improved version of vanilla structural analyses.

Yakdan et al. \cite{40} developed REcompile, a decompiler that employs interval analysis to recover control structure. The authors also proposed node splitting to reduce the number of \texttt{goto} statements. Here, nodes are split into several copies. While this reduces the amount of \texttt{goto} statements, it increases the size of decoded output.

Phoenix is the state-of-the-art academic decompiler \cite{33}. It is built on top of the CMU Binary Analysis Platform (BAP) \cite{8}. BAP lifts sequential x86 assembly instructions into an intermediate language called BIL. It also uses TIE \cite{29} to recover types from binary code. Phoenix enhances structural analysis by employing two techniques: first, \textit{iterative refinement} chooses an edge and represents it using a \texttt{goto} statement when the algorithm cannot make further progress. This allows the algorithm to find more structure. Second, \textit{semantics-preserving} ensures correct control structure recovery. The authors proposed correctness as an important metric to measure the performance of a decompiler.

The key property that all structuring algorithms presented above share is the reliance on pattern matching, i.e., they use a predefined set of region schemas that are matched against regions in the CFG. This is a key issue that prevents these algorithms from structuring arbitrary CFGs. This leads to unstructured decompiled output with \texttt{goto} statements. Our algorithm does not rely on such patterns and is therefore able to produce well-structured code without a single \texttt{goto} statement. Binary code extraction. Correctly extracting binary code is essential for correct decompilation. Research in this field is indispensable for decompilation. Kruegel et al. \cite{27} presented a method to disassemble x86 obfuscated code. Jakstab \cite{26} is a static analysis framework for binaries that follows the paradigm of \textit{iterative disassembly}. That is, it interleaves multiple disassembly rounds with data-flow analysis to achieve accurate and complete CFG extraction. Zeng et al. \cite{12} presented \textit{trace-oriented programming} (TOP) \cite{43} to reconstruct program source code from execution traces. The executed instructions are translated into a high-level program representation using C with templates and inline assembly. TOP relies on dynamic analysis and is therefore able to cope with obfuscated binaries. With the goal of achieving high coverage, an \textit{offline combination} component combines multiple runs of the binary. BitBlaze \cite{37} is a binary analysis platform. The CMU Binary Analysis Platform (BAP) \cite{8} is successor to the binary analysis techniques developed for Vine in the BitBlaze project.

**Type recovery.** Reconstructing type abstractions from binary code is important for decompilation to produce correct and high-quality code. This includes both elementary and complex types. Several prominent approaches have been developed in this field including Howard \cite{36}, REWARDS \cite{30}, TIE \cite{29}, and \cite{23}. Other work \cite{15, 20, 21, 25} focused on C++ specific issues, such as recovering C++ objects, reconstructing class hierarchy, and resolving indirect calls resulting from virtual inheritance. Since our work focuses on the control flow structuring we do not make a contribution to type recovery but we based our type recovery on TIE \cite{29}.

**IX. Conclusion**

In this paper we presented the first control-flow structuring algorithm that is capable of recovering all control structure and thus does not generate any \texttt{goto} statements. Our novel algorithm combines two techniques: pattern-independent structuring and semantics-preserving transformations. The key property of our approach is that it does not rely on any patterns (region schemas). We implemented these techniques in our DREAM decompiler and evaluated the correctness of our control-flow structuring algorithm. We also evaluated our approach against the \textit{de facto} industry standard decompiler, Hex-Rays, and the state-of-the-art academic decompiler, Phoenix. Our evaluation shows that DREAM outperforms both decompilers; it produced more compact code and recovered the control structure of all the functions in the test without any \texttt{goto} statements. We also decompiled and analyzed a number of real-world malware samples and compared the results to Hex-Rays. Again, DREAM performed very well, producing \texttt{goto}-free and compact code compared to Hex-Rays, which had one \texttt{goto} for every 32 lines of code. This represents a significant step forward for decompilation and malware analysis. In future work, we will further examine the quality of the code produced by DREAM specifically concerning the compactness. Our experience based on the malware samples we analyzed during the course of this paper suggests that more compact code is better for human understanding. However, it is conceivable that in some cases less compact code is easier to understand. This will require further research and potential optimization of the post-processing step.
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